One thing in this world I can't stand.
nights ago, I went to see a

Lines. Two

movie. Had to stand in line. Before that I

Again, in line. As my
grandmother says, "Siempre en
in
line.
ligna
always
Been through four years of college
and I've spent more time complaining
went to the bank.

Italian
"

REGISTRATION

than hours put in for homework. But I

have learned
I am

a

something.
standing in line. For
day at the URI dining

master at

three meals

a

halls, countless times at the campus
bank and bookstore.
Most of my expertise comes from
to gain entry to the Pub; long

waiting

lines outside

are

just

a

taste of the

confusion at the bar.
I propose

be

a

toast

standing in line for

:

to the
on

degree
May 30th.
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The teacher must throw his whole force into the

tendency of the taught. Without real sympathy we can
Do not try to disturb the faith of any
man. If you can. give him something better, but do not
destroy what he has. The only true teacher is he who
can convert himself, as it were, into a thousand
never teach well.

persons at a moment's notice. The true teacher is he
who can immediately come down to the level of the
student and transfer his soul to the student

s

soul and

through and understand through his mind. Such
teacher can really teach and none else.
see

Swami Vivekananda,
from his book
Education

a

Watching Professor Quixote

He

all

appointments kept
except the last one
he screams, the sigh louder
than intended;
must have

gotten up

wrong side
of the muse this morning,
out of ideas & cigarettes
it's time to face the

long drive

home.
Notes for tomorrow's class

done,
he's said this three times,
looks for
an

a

clock to

punch:

exercise at days end

easier than

jogging

&

as

good

for the heart.

Given that no colleagues
are left in the building,

regards the

watch

around his wrist
as

though

it

were

the face

of Sancho Panza himself,
then walks away from books
into

a

world with

no

consideration

for aesthetics.
Cant find his car,
the

parking

lot

a sea

from which strange metallic creatures
have washed ashore to die.
Thinks he's spotted his Impala
but it's the night
he

slips into,

opens a dark door
throws his papers down
onto a seat which appears
out of the blue.

Not surprised at all
that the key turns
S Johnson

he's startled at the dial

refusal

s

to illumine the space around him;

looking

for

fade behind

reassurance

a

he

the

sees

moon

cloud.
Where is Sancho Panza

Which

path to take?
engine races.
There is noise, plenty of it

An

but this darkness will not

budge;
only signs
these persistent fictions
Those watching saw nothing
unusual. Only a man
rolling up the window
the

are

inside

.

a

black sedan

confident that he's left
this darkness behind him.
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